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ABSTRACT 34 

The postrhinal area, POR, is a known center for integrating spatial with non-spatial visual 35 

information and a possible hub for influencing landmark navigation by affective input from the 36 

amygdala. This may involve specific circuits within muscarinic acetylcholine receptor 2 (M2)-37 

positive or M2-negative modules of POR which associate inputs from the thalamus, cortex, and 38 

amygdala and send outputs to the entorhinal cortex. Using anterograde and retrograde labeling 39 

with conventional and viral tracers in male and female mice we found that all higher visual areas 40 

of the ventral cortical stream project to the amygdala, while such inputs are absent from primary 41 

visual cortex (V1) and dorsal stream areas. Unexpectedly for the presumed salt-and-pepper 42 

organization of mouse extrastriate cortex, tracing results show that inputs from the dLGN (dorsal 43 

lateral geniculate nucleus) and LP (lateral posterior nucleus) were spatially clustered in layer (L) 44 

1 and overlapped with M2+ patches of POR. In contrast, input from the amygdala to L1 of POR 45 

terminated in M2- interpatches. Importantly, the amygdalocortical input to M2- interpatches in 46 

L1 overlapped preferentially with spatially clustered apical dendrites of POR neurons projecting 47 

to amygdala and ENTm (medial entorhinal cortex). The results suggest that subnetworks in POR, 48 

used to build spatial maps for navigation, do not receive direct thalamocortical M2+ patch-49 

targeting inputs. Instead they involve local networks of M2- interpatches which are influenced by 50 

affective information from the amygdala and project to ENTm, whose cells respond to visual 51 

landmark cues for navigation. 52 

 53 

SIGNIFICANCE 54 

A central purpose of visual object recognition is identifying the salience of objects and 55 

approaching or avoiding them. However, it is not currently known how the visual cortex 56 

integrates the multiple streams of information, including affective and navigational cues, which 57 

are required to accomplish this task. We find that in a higher visual area, the postrhinal cortex, 58 

the cortical sheet is divided into interdigitating modules receiving distinct inputs from visual and 59 

emotion-related sources. One of these modules is preferentially connected with the amygdala and 60 

provides outputs to entorhinal cortex, constituting a processing stream that may assign emotional 61 

salience to objects and landmarks for the guidance of goal-directed navigation.   62 

 63 

 64 
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INTRODUCTION 65 

The chief concern for survival is to detect danger and react to it (Price, 2005). In rodents, 66 

defensive strategies include the reflexive startle response, freezing when danger is distant and 67 

escaping when it is close. To do this it is important to know the spatial layout of the 68 

environment. For this, animals rely on neural circuits connecting multiple brain structures 69 

including the amygdala, which drives flight, freezing, and approach (Janak and Tye, 2015), and 70 

areas of the limbic and sensory cortex (LeDoux, 2012). In rodents a critical structure is the 71 

postrhinal area, POR (Burwell, 2001), which is part of the parahippocampal cortex (Burwell et 72 

al., 1995) and is a center for visual scene processing (Epstein et al., 1999). Studies in rats have 73 

shown that POR integrates visual inputs to extract contextual information (Furtak et al., 2012). It 74 

also references head-centered information to the visual scene, which is thought to form the basis 75 

for the grid-cell metric in entorhinal cortex (Furtak et al., 2012; Gofman et al., 2019; LaChance 76 

et al., 2019). The network for spatial processing is often contrasted with a pathway that carries 77 

non-spatial information through perirhinal and lateral entorhinal cortex to the hippocampus 78 

(Deshmukh et al., 2012; Knierim et al., 2014; Nilssen et al., 2019). The second function is the 79 

association of visual objects with reward and fear memory via a circuit with the amygdala 80 

(Agster et al., 2016; Burgess et al., 2016, Ramesh et al., 2018). This pathway is known as the 81 

‘cortical route’ for visual fear response, as opposed to the ‘subcortical route’ for aversive 82 

responses (Pessoa and Adolphs, 2011; Agster et al., 2016). A source of the subcortical input 83 

channel is the superior colliculus which connects through the lateral posterior nucleus to the 84 

amygdala, where it triggers defensive responses to visual threats (Wei et al., 2015). This 85 

information may be used in the circuit with POR to associate affective significance to objects and 86 

places (Furtak et al., 2012; Burgess et al., 2016; Ramesh et al, 2018). A second branch of the 87 

pulvinocortical pathway sends input directly to POR and provides for its high sensitivity to 88 

moving stimuli (Nishio et al., 2018; Beltramo and Scanziani, 2019). Calcium recordings in V1 89 

have shown that LP terminals carry signals for unexpected visual motion which are incongruent 90 

with the animal’s running speed (Roth et al., 2016). These responses suggest that locomotion-91 

related cues may be integrated in POR, enabling the detection of moving objects during self-92 

motion. Direct input to POR may also come from the dLGN (Allen Brain Atlas, Experiment 93 

479670988), whose terminals in L1 of V1 are most active when the running speed matches the 94 

optic flow (Roth et al., 2016), providing cues for determining the position relative to landmarks. 95 
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We have shown in mouse POR that M2 expression in L1 is patchy (Ji et al., 2015). Recordings in 96 

V1 have further shown that L2/3 neurons aligned with M2+ patches are more sensitive to object 97 

features, while cells in M2- interpatches are more sharply tuned to moving stimuli  (Ji et al., 98 

2015). This pattern is reflected in the organization of dLGN inputs to M2+ patches and LP 99 

projections to M2- interpatches (D’Souza et al., 2019). The findings raised the question whether 100 

the modular organization of thalamocortical inputs is preserved in POR and inputs from the 101 

amygdala overlap with neurons projecting to the amygdala and ENTm. To address these 102 

questions we have used anterograde and retrograde tracers of connections to and from POR. The 103 

results show that POR receives mainly inputs from areas of the ventral cortical processing stream 104 

(Wang et al., 2012). dLGN and LP projections to L1 overlap in M2+ patches whereas inputs 105 

from the amygdala terminate in M2- interpatches. The overlap of amygdalocortical inputs with 106 

the apical dendritic tufts of POR neurons projecting to the amygdala and ENTm suggests that 107 

M2- modules provide a substrate for the affective modulation of POR output used for navigation. 108 

 109 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 110 

Animals 111 

Experiments were performed in 5-10 week-old male and female C57BL/6J, Ai9 112 

(Gt[ROSA]26Sortm9(CAG-tdTTomato)Hze)/J, PV-Cre (Bg.129P2-PvalbTm(CRE)Arbr)/J, x Ai9 113 

(Gt[ROSA]26Sortm9(CAG-tdTTomato)Hze)/J and Chrm2-tdT-D knock-in (BG6.Cg-Chrm2tm1.1Hze)/J 114 

mice. All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of 115 

Health guidelines and under the approval of the Washington University Institutional Animal 116 

Care and Use Committee. 117 

 118 
Surgical procedures  119 

Mice were anesthetized with a Ketamine/Xylazine mixture (86/13 mg/kg, IP). Analgesia was 120 

achieved by presurgical injections of Buprenorphine-SR (0.1 mg/kg, SubQ). Ocular ointment 121 

was applied to protect the corneas. Mice were head-fixed in a stereotaxic frame. Body 122 

temperature was maintained at 37ºC. For each injection site, a small craniotomy was made over 123 

the target. Tracer injections were performed with glass micropipettes (15-20μm tip diameter ) 124 

and, depending on the tracer used, attached to either a Picospritzer (for Bisbenzimide and 125 

Diamidino Yellow [DY]), a iontophoresis current source (for Biotinylated Dextran Amine 126 
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[BDA]), or a Nanoject II pump (for adeno associated viruses [AAVs]). At each cortical site, two 127 

injections were made, one 0.3 the other 0.5 mm below the pial surface. After injections were 128 

complete, pipettes remained in place for 3 min before they were retracted. The scalp was stapled 129 

closed with wound clips.  130 

 131 
Combined anterograde tracing with BDA and retrograde tracing with Bisbenzimide  132 

For mapping axonal projections from visual cortex to the amygdala in C57BL/6J mice, BDA 133 

(10,000 molecular weight, 5% in H2O; Invitrogen) was injected through a glass micropipette 134 

using iontophoresis (Midgard/Stoelting, 7s duty cycle for 7 min, 3μA). Injections were made into 135 

the left hemisphere (in mm anterior to transverse sinus/lateral to midsagittal suture): V1 136 

(1.1/2.8), LM (1.4/4.0), P (1.0/4.2), LI (1.45/4.2), POR (1.15/4.3), AL (2.4/3.7), RL (2.8/3.3), 137 

PM (1.9/1.6), AM (3.0/1.7), A (3.4/2.4). In the same animal, callosal connections were 138 

retrogradely labeled by blanketing the right visual cortex with 20-30 injections (20 nl each) of 139 

Bisbenzimide (5% in H2O, Sigma). After 3 days of survival, mice were euthanized with an 140 

overdose of Ketamine/Xylazine (500/50mg/kg, IP) and perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde 141 

(PFA, 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 [PB]). The brain was extracted from the cranium and 142 

cryoprotected in 30% sucrose (PB). The Bisbenzimide labeled callosal projection pattern was 143 

imaged in situ under a stereomicroscope (Leica MZ16F) equipped with fluorescence optics 144 

(excitation 338 nm, emission 505 nm). Injection sites were visible in situ (and validated later in 145 

sections) as weakly fluorescent spots (Figure 3A-J), whose locations relative to the callosal 146 

labeling pattern were used for areal identification (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007).  Coronal 147 

sections (50 μm) were cut on a cryostat and stained for BDA using an ABC reaction (Vectastain 148 

ABC Elite). Sections containing the brainstem, diencephalon, and the amygdala were mounted 149 

on glass slides, and after dehydration in Ethanol and clearing in Xylenes, the Diaminobenzidine 150 

reaction product was intensified with AgNO3 and HAuCl (Wang et al., 2012). Representative 151 

sections were stained with Cresyl Violet for Nissl substance. The slides were coverslipped with 152 

mounting medium (DPX, Sigma) and imaged under a microscope equipped with darkfield optics. 153 

Images were captured with a CCD camera (CoolSnap EZ, Roper Scientific). For analyses of the 154 

termination pattern in each nucleus, coronal sections were imaged under 10X magnification, and 155 

grayscale images recorded with MetaMorph NX2.0 acquisition software (Molecular Devices). 156 
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Optical density (OD) of BDA labeled axons was determined by blurring the raw image and 157 

measuring pixel values in regions of interest (ROI) with ImageJ.  158 

Retrograde tracing with Diamidino Yellow 159 

To determine the sources of cortical and subcortical inputs to POR, neurons were retrogradely 160 

labeled with the fluorescent tracer Diamidino Yellow (2% DY in H2O, 50nl; EMS-Chemie). 161 

Injections into POR (in mm anterior to transverse sinus/lateral to midsagittal suture, 1.15/4.3) 162 

were made in PVtdT mice whose pattern of tdT fluorescence was used to identify cortical areas 163 

and subcortical nuclei (Gămănuţ et al., 2018). After 3 days of survival, mice were perfused with 164 

1% PFA. Brains were extracted, the cortex including the hippocampus were detached from the 165 

rest of the brain and flatmounted (Ji et al., 2015). Next, the tissue was postfixed in 4% PFA 166 

(overnight, 4ºC), followed by overnight immersion in 30% sucrose (PB, 4ºC). Tangential 167 

sections were cut at 40 μm on a freezing microtome, wet mounted on glass slides, and 168 

coverslipped in PB. Images were captured with a CCD camera (Lumenera InfinityS3-URM, 169 

Teledyne) and Metamorph NX2.0 acquisition software (Molecular Devices) using a 170 

stereomicroscope (Leica MZ16F) or an epifluorescence microscope (Nikon 80i), respectively, 171 

equipped with UV fluorescence (excitation 355-425 nm, emission 470 nm) and tdT (excitation 172 

520-600 nm, emission 570-720 mn) optics. For storage, sections were mounted on glass slides 173 

and coverslipped with DPX. To reveal DY-labeled cells in the amygdala, the neocortex was 174 

separated along the rhinal fissure from the rest of the brain, which was then sectioned at 40 μm 175 

in the coronal plane.  176 

Anterograde tracing with AAVs 177 

For retinotopic mapping of POR in C57BL/6J mice, side-by-side injections with 178 

AAV.2/1.hSynapsin.EGFP.WPRE.bGH (Penn Vector Core, 46 nl) and 179 

AAV.2/1.hSynapsin.tdTomato.WPRE (Penn Vector Core, 46 nl) were made at select 180 

combinations of retinotopic locations in V1. The injections were confined to a space within (in 181 

mm anterior to transverse sinus/lateral to midsagittal suture) 1.0-1.6/2.7-1.4/3.3. The same viral 182 

tracers and injection volumes were used to trace inputs from the subcortical structures (in mm 183 

posterior of bregma/lateral of midline/below pial surface): lateral amygdala (LA, 1.8/3.55/3.7), 184 

dLGN (2.35/2.15/2.55) and LP (1.85/1.25/2.65) in C57BL/6J or Chrm2-tdT mice. After 14-18 185 

days of survival mice were euthanized and perfused with 1% PFA. The cortex of V1-, dLGN- 186 
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and LP-injected mice was flatmounted, postfixed in 4% PFA, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose and 187 

stored overnight with the rest of the brain. In amygdala-injected mice, neocortex was separated 188 

from the limbic region along the rhinal fissure, flatmounted, postfixed, cryoprotected and 189 

sectioned at 40 μm in the tangential plane on a freezing microtome. The amygdala was sliced in 190 

the coronal plane. For visualization of M2 expression in C57BL/6J mice, tangential and coronal 191 

sections through cortex were immunostained with an antibody against M2. This procedure 192 

involved preincubation in blocking solution (0.1% TritonX-100, 10% normal goat serum, PB), 193 

followed by incubation in primary rat anti-M2 antibody (1:500, MAB367 [Millipore], 48h at 194 

4ºC) and reaction with Alexa-647-labeled goat anti-rat secondary antibody (1:500, A21247, 195 

Invitrogen). M2 labeling patterns in Chrm2-tdT mice were identified by tdT fluorescence. 196 

Selected sections through cortex and amygdala were counterstained with NeuroTrace 435/455 197 

(Molecular Probes). Anterogradely labeled axons and M2 patches were imaged at 4-40X under 198 

an epifluorescence microscope equipped with EGFP, tdT, and IR (excitation 650, emission 665) 199 

fluorescence optics, a CCD camera and acquisition software. In cortical sections, POR and PORa 200 

were outlined based on M2 expression. Above-background EGFP or tdT fluorescence intensity 201 

in POR, LM, and LI was determined in series of 2-12 tangential sections.  202 

 203 
To disambiguate laminar identification based on cytoarchitecture (i.e. counterstaining with 204 

NeuroTrace 435/455) in flatmounted cortex, we immunostained tangential sections of 205 

flatmounted cortex of C57BL/6J mice with an antibody against the transcription factor CTIP2 206 

(COUP TF-interaction protein) which selectively labels L5 and L6 (Arlotta et al., 2005). 207 

Immunostaining was performed with a rat anti-CTIP2 antibody (1:500, Abcam 18465) which 208 

was visualized with an Alexa-488-labeled secondary goat anti-rat IgG (1:500, Invitrogen).  209 

 210 
Retrograde tracing with AAVs 211 

To investigate the tangential distribution of POR neurons that project to the amygdala and the 212 

entorhinal cortex we used retrograde tracing with rAAV2-Retro/CAG-Cre (University of North 213 

Carolina, Vector Core) in Ai9 mice. Injections (46 nl) were made into the lateral amygdala (LA) 214 

(in mm posterior of bregma/lateral of midline/below pial surface) 1.8/3.55/3.7, and ENTm (in 215 

mm anterior to transverse sinus/lateral to midline/below the pial surface) 0.7/5.25/3.55 angled 216 

40º from vertical. After 14-18 days of survival, perfusion with 1% PFA, flatmounting of cortex, 217 

postfixation in 4% PFA, cryoprotection and cutting in the tangential plane, sections were 218 
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immunostained with rat anti-M2 and Alexa-647-labeled goat anti-rat antibodies. Sections were 219 

wet mounted on glass slides and imaged under IR and tdT illumination at 4-40X magnification to 220 

identify M2 patches, cell bodies, dendrites, spines and local axons (Vaughan and Peters, 1973; 221 

Karimi et al., 2020) of retrogradely labeled cells in POR. 222 

 223 
Patchy M2 expression 224 

M2+ patches and M2- interpatches were delineated from images of immunolabeling (in 225 

C57BL/6J mice) or the expression of Chrm2-tdT using custom Matlab scripts. M2 expression 226 

images were spatially normalized by dividing the intensity of every pixel by the mean intensity 227 

within a 100 μm radius. Images were blurred with the Matlab ‘nanconv’ function  a circular 228 

(pillbox) filter with 29 μm radius  (Figure 6D) and then divided into six quantiles based on pixel 229 

intensity (Figure 6E). These borders were overlaid onto images of virally anterogradely labeled 230 

axons or retrogradely labeled cell bodies and dendrites. Comparison of M2 immunostaining and 231 

Chmr2-tdT expression yielded nearly identical borders of M2+ patches and areal boundaries; the 232 

same analyses were therefore used for both labels. This similarity was verified by performing 233 

M2 immunostaining in Chrm2-tdT mice and overlaying M2 expression patterns from both 234 

markers in the same section. 235 

 236 
Experimental design and analyses 237 

Data were obtained from 44 C57BLK/6J, 7 Chrm2tdT, 2 PVtdT and 8 Ai9 adult male (N = 36) 238 

and female (N = 25) mice. 239 

Optical density of BDA labeling. We determined the weight of anterogradely BDA labeled 240 

projections by using ImageJ to measure the pixel values and compute the mean background-241 

subtracted OD of axons (3 sections/target/mouse). The OD in a specific nucleus was normalized 242 

to the sum of ODs measured in all of the 31 identified subcortical projection targets and 243 

expressed as averages across injection sites and mice. The relative strength of inputs from 244 

different visual areas to subnuclei of the amygdala was determined by computing the OD in the 245 

target relative to the maximal OD of the injection site. The data were plotted as mean percent OD 246 

of projections. The paired t-test was used for statistical comparisons. 247 
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Distribution and shape and of M2+ patches. For analysis of M2 patch distribution and shape, 248 

patch borders were drawn around the highest 20% intensity pixels and lowest 80% intensity 249 

pixels in blurred, high-pass filtered M2 expression images of tangentially sectioned L1. A high 250 

intensity threshold for pixel inclusion was used to ensure separation of individual patches and 251 

prevent the formation of large continuous units. To find out whether patches were anisotropic 252 

and aligned with the asymmetry of visual areas (Figure 2C, D), we first drew the outline of each 253 

area containing M2+ patches (V1, LM, LI, POR) based on M2 expression patterns in L4. These 254 

outlines were then used to determine the major and minor axes of visual areas, employing 255 

custom scripts and the Matlab ‘regiongroup’ function. Patch anisotropy was quantified by the 256 

ratio of major:minor axis. The spatial density of patches was calculated as unit/mm2. Patches per 257 

deg2 of visual space were determined by multiplying spatial densities with magnification factor 258 

of respective area (Figure 7 of Garrett et al., 2014). The Tukey test was used for statistical 259 

comparisons of patches in different areas. 260 

 261 
Projection strength. For the quantification of the distribution of anterogradely labeled axonal 262 

projections in M2+ patches and M2- interpatches, M2 expression images of tangential sections 263 

through L1 were high pass filtered, blurred, and divided into 6 intensity quantiles of equal area 264 

(Figures 6D-F). The lower 3 quantiles were treated as M2- interpatches and the upper 3 quantiles 265 

treated as M2+ patches. The strengths of anterogradely labeled LA/BLA→POR (N = 5), 266 

dLGN→POR (N = 5) and LP→POR (N = 2) projections in M2+ patches and M2- interpatches of 267 

C57BlL/6J and Chrm2tdT mice were determined using a custom written Matlab script to 268 

measure the pixel values of fluorescence intensity in ROIs (360-630 x 103 μm2 ) and subtract the 269 

unlabeled background. For each projection target (POR, LM, LI, V1) the background-subtracted 270 

mean pixel values in M2+ patches and M2- interpatches within the ROI were computed from 1-2 271 

sections through L1. The laminar distribution of inputs to POR was compiled from sections 272 

through L2-6 in which registration to the patch/interpatch pattern of L1 was not available. Mean 273 

intensities in patches and interpatches and patch:interpatch intensity ratios were compared across 274 

quantiles using Pearson’s correlation and one-sample t-test, respectively. 275 

Distribution of dendrites. Images of dendrites labeled by retrograde tracing with rAAV2-276 

Retro/CAG-Cre in Ai9 mice and  M2 immunolabeled patches in L1 were acquired with a Leica 277 

Thunder Tissue Imager (DMB 6 equipped with a Leica DFC 9000 GT camera) and divided into 278 
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six quantiles based on M2 expression intensity (see above). Apical dendrites in L1/2 of 279 

retrogradely labeled pyramidal cells in POR were distinguished from axons by greater thickness 280 

and positively identified by their spiny morphology (Vaughan and Peters, 1973; Karimi et al., 281 

2020). The dendrites were reconstructed at 40X magnification using Neurolucida (MBF 282 

Bioscience; RRID:SCR_00175) and their total length within each quantile of M2 expression was 283 

computed. For each quantile in each mouse, the proportion of dendrite length out of all dendrites 284 

within that image was determined, and the Pearson correlation coefficient between M2-quantile 285 

level and proportion of dendrites was computed. Images from 4 mice were analyzed for 286 

POR→ENTm projections and POR→LA projections.  287 

 288 
Laminar distribution of retrogradely labeled cells. Series of flat-mounted tangential sections 289 

were taken from Ai9 mice in which rAAV2-Retro/CAG-Cre had been injected into either ENTm 290 

(N = 4 mice) or LA (N = 2 mice). Images of M2 expression and retrogradely tdT-labeled cells 291 

across layers were taken at 4X and 10x magnification and overlaid. In each image, borders for 292 

LM, LI, P, POR, and PORa were manually drawn based on M2 immunolabeling visualized with 293 

Alexa 647 IgG and all tdT-labeled cells were marked. Custom Matlab scripts were used to 294 

tabulate counts of cells within each area. Cell counts for unusable sections were interpolated 295 

using Akima piecewise cubic interpolation with the Matlab ‘interp1’ function. To compensate 296 

for variations in labeling effectiveness across cases, cell counts were normalized for each mouse 297 

by dividing by the maximum number of cells in any one area in any one section of that mouse. 298 

For each mouse, the ratio of total cells labeled within a group within deep layers (L5 and L6 299 

pooled together) to total cells labeled within L2/3 was computed.  300 

 301 
Tangential clustering of retrogradely labeled cells. In order to quantify the clustering of cells in 302 

M2+ patches and M2- interpatches of POR, retrogradely labeled from LA (N = 2) and ENTm (N 303 

= 4), we analyzed in tangential sections through L2/3 aligned with M2 immunostained patches in 304 

L1.  Images were taken at 10x magnification (ROI: 160 x 103 μm2) and divided into six quantiles 305 

based on M2 expression intensity. Cells were plotted manually and custom Matlab scripts were 306 

used to count the number of cells in each M2 quantile. Cell counts were normalized within each 307 

image by dividing the cell count per quantile by the total number of cells labeled in that image. 308 

The Pearson correlation coefficient was then computed between quantile level and normalized 309 

across multiple mice. Only images that contained more than 10 cells were analyzed.  310 
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RESULTS 311 

POR is contained within a M2+ region of parahippocampal cortex 312 

The borders of POR have been outlined previously by mapping of retinotopic inputs from V1 313 

(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). However, it remained unknown whether its borders align with the 314 

expression of M2, an effective marker used to identify cortical areas (Gămănuţ et al., 2018). 315 

Additionally, the original description of POR by Burwell’s group was derived from 316 

cytoarchitectonic features observed in coronal sections (Burwell, 2001; Beaudin et al., 2013). 317 

This raised the question whether the borders seen in coronal sections and flatmounted cortex are 318 

aligned with one another. To find out, we combined multicolor viral tracing of retinotopic 319 

projections from V1 with the expression patterns of M2 and parvalbumin-tdTomato (PVtdT). We 320 

then analyzed the axonal projections in tangential sections through the flatmounted cortical 321 

hemisphere. Reconstructions of the retinotopic map were done from serial tangential sections 322 

through the cortical mantle, eliminating the challenging task of aligning sequential coronal 323 

sections. In tangential sections through L4 stained with an antibody against M2, we identified V1 324 

as an intensely immunopositive triangular area surrounded by the more weakly fluorescent 325 

extrastriate cortex (Figure 1A, inset). Lateral to V1, M2 stained a boot-shaped region which 326 

overlapped with the ventral stream areas LM (lateromedial), LI (laterointermediate), POR, and 327 

PORa (anterior POR) (Gămănuţ et al., 2018). M2 expression dropped sharply at a M2- strip 328 

along the rhinal fissure, which contained ECT (ectorhinal area) and P (posterior area) and was 329 

continuous with TEp (temporal area, posterior) on the anterior-dorsal side of POR and PORa. A 330 

similar boot-shaped pattern was seen in the expression of PVtdT in PVcre x Ai9 mice 331 

(Figure 1D) which overlapped with M2 (data not shown) (Gămănuţ et al., 2018).  332 

 333 
To outline the borders of areas within the M2+ boot we simultaneously injected C57BL/6J mice 334 

(N = 5) with two anterograde viral tracers, AAV.2/1.hSynapsin.EGFP (AAV.EGFP) and 335 

AAV.2/1.hSynapsin.tdTomato (AAV.tdT) at different visuotopic locations of V1. The result of 336 

one such case in which AAV.EGFP was injected near the intersection of the vertical and 337 

horizontal meridian (Garrett et al., 2014) and AAV.tdT was targeted to the upper temporal visual 338 

field (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) is illustrated in Figures 1A-C. It shows that axonal projections 339 

terminated in multiple pairs of red and green patches distributed across the surrounding 340 

extrastriate cortex (Figures 1B, C). Anterior-dorsal to the rhinal fissure, we found three pairs of 341 
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patches; two within the M2+ boot and one in the M2- strip. Reading the map from posterior to 342 

anterior starting at the border of V1, the colors of the projections switch from red to green, 343 

reverse back to red, and then reverse again to label a fainter patch of more interspersed red and 344 

green fibers. Because map reversals have been interpreted as areal borders (Sereno and Allman, 345 

1991; Garrett et al., 2014), we concluded that the red-to-green/green-to-red and the green-to-346 

red/red-to-green transitions mark the P/POR and the POR/PORa areal borders, respectively 347 

(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Wang et al., 2011). The systematic topographic shifts observed in 5 348 

different mice, suggest that P, POR and PORa contain nearly complete maps of the visual field. 349 

The maps observed in two representative cases are depicted graphically in the inset of Figure 1B, 350 

in which the blue arrows indicate the progression from lower/nasal to upper/peripheral fields 351 

extracted from 5 different experiments.  Together with previous findings that P, POR and PORa 352 

have different connectivity profiles (Gămănuţ et al., 2018), these data suggest that these are 353 

distinct visual areas. We next asked whether each of these areas were contained within M2+ 354 

parahippocampal cortex or whether they extend across the border with ECT. We found that V1 355 

injections at higher retinotopic altitudes shifted the anterogradely labeled patches in both POR 356 

and PORa closer to the borders with LM and LI, respectively (Figure 1B, inset). In contrast, 357 

injections below the horizontal meridian pushed the projections backwards, but never out of the 358 

M2+ region into the M2- strip. This topographic pattern shows that the POR/ECT and 359 

PORa/ECT borders coincide with the posterior margin of the M2+ region, and indicates that 360 

PORa belongs to M2+ cortex and is not part of the agranular perirhinal area 36p as suggested 361 

previously (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). 362 

 363 
According to this scheme, postrhinal cortex is completely contained within the M2+ boot. This 364 

raised the question whether the agranular ventral postrhinal area, PORv, identified in coronal 365 

sections by Beaudin et al., (2013) is part of postrhinal cortex. To find out we looked at the 366 

cytoarchitecture of postrhinal cortex in Chrm2-tdT mice  (N = 2). Figures 1E-F show a coronal 367 

section from the approximate location indicated by the green line on the flatmap in Figure 1A. It 368 

shows that the multilayered M2 expression in the dorsal part is interrupted suddenly by an 369 

unstained gap and then reappears as a simpler pattern in more ventral parts of the section. In 370 

tangential sections, the unstained gap coincides precisely with the M2- band aligned with the 371 

rhinal fissure and overlaps with agranular cortex that lacks L4 and shows a much thinner L5 than 372 
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M2+ cortex (Figure 1F). This cytoarchitecture suggest that the M2- gap represents ECT (Dong, 373 

2008) and that in coronal sections the gap corresponds to the M2- band seen in tangential slices. 374 

Thus, agranular PORv lies in ECT and is not part of V1-recipient, M2+ postrhinal cortex. 375 

 376 
M2+ patches in higher visual areas are linked to cortical magnification 377 

We have shown previously that alternating M2+ and M2- patches are not unique to V1, but is 378 

also observed throughout the thickness of L1 most notably at L1/2 border in LM, LI, POR, 379 

PORa, AUD (auditory), and RSP (retrosplenial) cortex (Ji et al., 2015). We in addition noted that 380 

in each of these areas M2 expression is more uniform in layers below the L1/2 border (Figures 381 

2A, B). In V1 M2+ patches parcellate the plexiform L1 in the tangential plane into constant-size 382 

domains, which extend to the cellular L2/3, and in groups of 4-8 represent the visual point image 383 

(Ji et al., 2015). This organization raised the question whether the shape, density and cortical 384 

magnification factor of M2+ patches is related to the layout of the visuotopic maps in LM, LI, 385 

and POR. We determined the aspect ratio of M2+ patches along the major and minor axes of V1, 386 

LM, LI, and POR measured from Figure 7 of Garrett et al., (2014) (see, Methods). We found that 387 

in all four areas, average patch anisotropy was aligned with the axes of the containing area 388 

(Figure 2D). In areas V1, LI, and LM, whose major axes represent altitude, patches were 389 

stretched along elevation. In POR, with the major axis mapping azimuth, average patch 390 

elongation occurred along latitude. In V1, LM, and LI, patch dimensions closely matched those 391 

of their containing area, with major : minor length for patches (V1 1.21 ± 0.03 [12 mice, 1354 392 

patches], LM 1:1.4 ± 0.05 [7 mice, 122 patches], LI 1:1.42 ± 0.08 [7 mice, 78 patches], POR 393 

1.21 ± 0.03 [16 mice, 278 patches]) and areas (V1 1:1.22, LM 1:1.53, LI 1:1.53, POR 1: 1.59) 394 

(Garrett et al., 2014). These results suggest that anisotropies in the representation of retinotopic 395 

space are shared by the M2+ patches within the areas we have examined.  396 

 397 
Next, we determined the spatial distribution of M2+ patches and found that the density was 398 

similar in V1, LM, LI and POR (p > 0.005, Tukey’s test; Figure 2E). These results indicate that 399 

the patch size (top 20% of M2+ pixels) is constant across areas, as was the case across different 400 

quadrants of V1 (Ji et al., 2015). How much of the visual field is represented by a M2+ patch in a 401 

given area? To find out we multiplied patch density (patches/mm2) by the cortical magnification 402 

factor (mm2/deg2) (Garret et al., 2014) and obtained a quantity patches/mm2 in V1, LM, LI and 403 

POR. We found that a 10 x 10 degree-wide field of visual space, which accounts for about the 404 
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size of the point image in V1 (12 mice) and LM (7 mice) (D’Souza et al., 2020), contains 3.93 ± 405 

0.08 and 3.46 ±0.23 patches/mm2, respectively. In LI (7 mice) and POR (16 mice), a similar 10 x 406 

10 degree-wide field contained about half the number of patches, indicating that a single LI or 407 

POR patch represents a proportionately larger amount of visual space than a patch in V1 of LM 408 

(p < 0.001, Tukey’s test; Figure 2F). 409 

 410 

Anterogradely labeled outputs from visual cortex to amygdala, thalamus, brain stem and 411 

striatum   412 

Despite massive efforts, there are no detailed descriptions of the connectivity of visual cortical 413 

areas with the amygdala in mice, except for POR (Burgess et al., 2016). In previous studies (Oh 414 

et al., 2014; Zingg et al., 2014; Hintiryan et al., 2019), injections involved multiple areas and 415 

areal assignments were based on the computed majority stake, which is known to underestimate 416 

the connectome density (Gămănuţ et al., 2018). We have taken a different approach in which we 417 

only accepted clean hits of the source area for anterograde tracing with BDA. To do this we 418 

relied on the complementary patterns of M2 expression and callosal connections (Wang et al., 419 

2011). Callosal connections were labeled by retrograde tracing with Bisbenzimide, and 420 

visualized in situ in fixed brains imaged under a fluorescence stereomicroscope. This procedure 421 

also revealed the injection site as a bright spot which was, based on the distinctive callosal 422 

projection pattern, readily assigned to V1, PM, AM, A, RL, AL, LM, LI, P, or POR (Wang and 423 

Burkhalter, 2007; Figures 3A-J). The cortex dorsal to the rhinal fissure was then separated from 424 

the brain, flattened, cut tangentially, reacted for M2 immunofluorescence and stained with an 425 

ABC reaction to reveal the BDA injection site. Injections were considered clean hits if they were 426 

confined within the areal boundaries delineated by Gămănuţ et al., (2018). The rest of the brain 427 

was cut coronally and sections containing the amygdala were stained to reveal BDA labeled 428 

axonal projections. We found that the projections from V1 and the dorsal stream areas, AL, RL, 429 

PM, AM, and A, were extremely weak and too sparse for determining their optical density 430 

(Figures 3F’-J’). In sharp contrast the projections from the ventral stream areas, LM, P, LI, and 431 

POR, were much denser (Figures 3A’-E’). The vast majority (98-100%) of inputs from LM, LI, 432 

and P to the amygdala terminated in LA with only minor offshoots to BLA (basolateral 433 

amygdala) (Figures 3B’-D’). Projections from POR were percentage-wise (percent of total input 434 

to amygdala and percent optical density relative to injection site) strongest in LA but, compared 435 
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to LM, LI, and P, a larger fraction terminated in BLA and CeA (central amygdala) (Figures 4B-E, 436 

inset).  437 

 438 
Compared to the total output from 10 visual cortical areas to 31 subcortical targets, the weight of 439 

amygdala projections was weak and even the strongest combined input from POR to LA and 440 

BLA was only ~10% of the total strength (Figures 4A-J). Notably, inputs from ventral areas to 441 

LA were significantly stronger than from dorsal areas (Figure 4K). POR input to another emotion 442 

regulatory center for fear, the DLPAG (dorsal lateral periaqueductal grey), which responds to 443 

cortical stressors and unlike the amygdala does not receive visceral input (Floyd et al., 2000) was 444 

only about 2% (Figure 4E). Similarly sparse projections to DLPAG were found from P, AM, and 445 

PM (Figures 4D, H, I). 446 

 447 
Bennett et al., (2019) have shown that dorsal stream areas are more weakly connected to 448 

posterior LP than areas of the ventral stream. We found a similar rostrocaudal distribution by 449 

anterograde BDA labeling of outputs from 9 higher visual areas. In our data, however, ventral 450 

stream projections include the rostral LP, the primary target of the dorsal stream. The strong 451 

preference for posterior LP (LPLC, LPMC) was present in the inputs from ventral stream areas 452 

LM, LI, P and POR (Figures 4B-E), which was in striking contrast to the absence of input from 453 

the  dorsal stream, AL, RL, AM, PM, and A (Figures 4F-J). Inputs to the middle and anterior part 454 

of LP (LPLR, LPMR), including the widely connected LDDM and LDVL (laterodorsal thalamic 455 

nuclei) (Juavinett et al., 2020), originated from both ventral and dorsal stream areas (Figures 4B-456 

J). Unexpectedly, we found that POR sent weak outputs to dLGN from which it also received 457 

weak inputs (Figures 4E, 5D-E). Notably all of the retrogradely DY labeled cells found in the 458 

dLGN were located in the shell (Figures 5D, E). This suggests that intracortical communication 459 

through transthalamic circuits (Sherman, 2016) may involve the higher order LP as well as the 460 

first order dLGN. Weak POR projections were also found to the auditory MGV (ventral medial 461 

geniculate) and MZMG (marginal zone of medial geniculate) (Figure 4E). Unlike dorsal stream 462 

areas, which more strongly project to oculomotor and motor coordination centers than ventral 463 

stream areas, such inputs were extremely weak or absent from POR (Figure 4E). A notable 464 

exception were the strong POR inputs to the dorsomedial CP (caudoputamen) (Figure 4E), which 465 

plays a role in goal-directed behavior (Hunnicutt et al., 2016). 466 

 467 
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Retrogradely labeled sources of inputs to POR 468 

To map the sources of inputs to POR, we retrogradely traced neurons in PVtdT mice with DY (N 469 

= 2). Unsurprisingly, given the results from anterograde tracing (Figures 4E) we found DY-470 

labeled cells in LA, LP and dLGN (Figures 5D-G). Of a total of 2454 DY labeled neurons in the 471 

primary and secondary visual thalamus the vast majority were found in different subdivisions of 472 

the LP (LPLC: 54.2±6.1%, LPMC: 6.4±1.9%, LPLM: 25.3±3.4%, LPMR: 11.7±2.0%). Only a 473 

small percentage of labeled cells was encountered in the dLGN (2.4±1.8%), notably all of them 474 

in the dLGN shell (Figure 5D, E). This shows that POR receives retinal input via a direct 475 

dLGN→POR and an indirect SC→LP→POR (Beltramo and Scanziani, 2019) thalamocortical 476 

pathway.  In addition, we found DY labeled POR-projecting thalamic neurons in the ZI (zona 477 

incerta), SG (suprageniculate), AMd (dorsal anteromedial), CML (central medial), PT 478 

(parataenial) and the MGV (ventral medial geniculate nucleus) (data not shown). Limbic regions 479 

contained DY labeled cells in LA, ENTm and lateral entorhinal cortex (ENTl) (Figures 5B, C, 480 

G). Each of these structures received strong inputs from POR (Figures 3E’, 4E, Wang et al., 481 

2012), suggesting bidirectional communications between POR, amygdala (confirming Burgess et 482 

al., 2016) and entorhinal cortex (Figure 6A-C, 8A-C, E-G, 9A-C, E-G). DY labeled POR-483 

projecting neurons were also encountered in multiple neocortical areas including: V1, PM 484 

(posteromedial), MM (mediomedial), RSP (retrosplenial), AM (anteromedial), RL (rostrolateral), 485 

AL (anterolateral), LM, LI, P, ECT, TEp, TEa (temporal anterior), DP (dorsal posterior), AUD, 486 

AIv (anterior insula, ventral part), GU (gustatory), ORBl (orbitofrontal lateral part), ILA 487 

(infralimbic anterior part), and ACAv (anterior cingulate ventral part) (Figures 5A-C).  488 

Anterogradely labeled projections from amygdala to POR terminate in M2- interpatches  489 

It has been known from studies in rats and mice that projections from LA and BLA to POR 490 

terminate in L1-3 with weaker input to the layers below (Pikkarainen and Pitkänen, 2001; 491 

Burgess et al. 2016). To find out whether these inputs are modularly organized we traced inputs 492 

from LA and BLA (Figure 6B, inset) with AAV.EGFP or AAV.tdT in C57BL/6 and Chrm2-493 

tdTmice. We found that the laminar distribution of inputs from both sources were similar, which 494 

let us pool (LA/BLA, N = 5) the baseline-subtracted fluorescence intensity of axonal projections. 495 

Inputs were densest in L1, weaker in L3/4 and sparse in layers 2, 5 and 6 (Figure 7E). To study 496 

whether inputs specifically targeted M2+ patches or M2- interpatches, we removed the cortex 497 

dorsal to the rhinal fissure, flatmounted the tissue, cut tangential sections and sliced the 498 
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amygdala in the standard coronal plane. Projections to L1 of POR were strikingly non-uniform, 499 

preferentially targeted M2- interpatches and largely avoided M2+ patches (Figures 6A-C). We 500 

performed an automated delineation of M2+ patch borders with custom Matlab scripts, using a 501 

procedure similar to that used by Sincich and Horton (2005). M2 intensity images were high-502 

pass filtered and blurred, then partitioned into six quantiles based on fluorescence intensity 503 

(Figures 6D, E). To test for different input strengths to patches and interpatches, EGFP intensity 504 

was compared across M2-defined quantiles (Figure 6F). EGFP intensity showed a strong 505 

negative correlation with M2 expression (R = -0.86, p < 10-8, N = 5, Pearson correlation) and 506 

projection strength in the highest quantile (6) was a mere 17% of that in the lowest quantile (1), 507 

indicating that M2- interpatches received significantly stronger input from the LA/BLA than 508 

M2+ patches (Figures, 6F, 7F).  509 

 510 
Anterogradely labeled projections from dLGN and LP to POR terminate in M2+ patches 511 

We have found recently that M2 expression in V1 divides L1 into interdigitating modules 512 

receiving dLGN input to M2+ patches and LP input to M2- interpatches (Ji et al., 2015; D’Souza 513 

et al., 2019). Both of these thalamic nuclei are also known to project to extrastriate visual cortex 514 

(Oh et al., 2014) but only LP has been shown unequivocally to project to POR (Zhou et al., 2017; 515 

Beltramo and Scanziani, 2019; Bennett et al., 2019; Juavinett et al., 2020).  Here, we investigated 516 

whether dLGN and LP project to POR and whether inputs to L1 show an interdigitating pattern 517 

similar to the one we have found in V1 (D'Souza et al., 2019). For this purpose we injected the 518 

anterograde viral tracers (AAV.EGFP,  AAV.tdT) either into dLGN or LP (Figures 7B, D inset). 519 

We found that input from dLGN (N = 5) and LP (N = 2) terminated in POR and PORa 520 

(Figures 7A-D).  In two cases with a complete series of sections across cortex we found that 521 

dLGN input was densest in L1 and L5, moderate in L4 and L6 and weakest in L2/3 (Figure 7E). 522 

LP input was dense in L1 and L4, moderate in L5 and L6, and weakest in L2/3 (Figure 7E). To 523 

determine the patch:interpatch ratio of input to L1, the top three M2 quantiles were taken as M2+ 524 

patches and the bottom three quantiles as M2- interpatches. The results show that the tangential 525 

distribution of dLGN and LP inputs to L1 of POR and PORa overlapped with M2+ patches 526 

(patch:interpatch ratios dLGN→POR 3.04 ± 0.67, N = 5, p < 0.01, t-test; LP→POR 3.51 ± 0.42, 527 

N = 2, p < 0.01, t-test) (Figure 7F). The targeting in POR and PORa to M2+ patches 528 

distinguished dLGN and LP input from amygdala inputs, which terminated in M2- interpatches 529 
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(Figures 6C, F).  EGFP intensity positively correlated with M2 quantile (LP→POR: p < 0.001, r 530 

= 0.83, N = mice; dLGN→POR p < 10-11, r = 0.91, N = 5 mice; Pearson correlation). dLGN and 531 

LP inputs to LM and LI likewise targeted M2+ patches and avoided M2- interpatches (Figure 7F; 532 

patch:interpatch ratios dLGN→LM 2.45 ± 0.59, N = 4, p < 0.01, t-test; LP→LM 2.11 ± 0.71, N 533 

= 3, p < 0.05, t-test; dLGN→LI 2.09 ± 0.49, N = 4, p < 0.01, t-test; LP→LI 2.1 ± 0.75, N = 3, p 534 

< 0.05, t-test). In agreement with previous studies (D’Souza et al., 2019), dLGN inputs to V1 535 

were preferentially targeted to M2+ patches, whereas LP inputs preferred M2- interpatches (data 536 

not shown). Inputs from V1→POR, while topographical (Figures 1B, C), showed no clear 537 

preference for either compartment (patch:interpatch ratio 1 ± 0.03, N = 4, p = 0.88, t-test) (Figure 538 

7F).  539 

 540 
Cell bodies and apical dendrites of POR→amygdala and POR→ENTm projecting neurons are 541 

aligned with M2- interpatches 542 

The striking specificity of amygdala→POR axonal projections for M2- interpatches suggested 543 

that these inputs may target apical dendrites of long-range projecting neurons in L1. Of particular 544 

interest were POR neurons projecting to downstream targets such as the amygdala and ENTm, 545 

known for their roles in affective processing (Phelps and LeDoux, 2005), memory, and spatial 546 

navigation (Buzsáki and Moser, 2013), respectively. To label the complete dendritic arbor of 547 

such neurons, we performed retrograde viral tracing from LA/BLA and ENTm in Ai9 mice with 548 

AAV2retro-CAG-Cre. M2+ patches were identified by immunostaining for M2 and dividing 549 

fluorescence intensity into quantiles. The results show that LA/BLA and ENTm injections 550 

retrogradely labeled pyramidal cell dendrites, somata, and occasionally their local axonal 551 

projections in POR (Figures 8A-G), PORa, P, ECT, TEp, LM, and LI (Figures 8I, J).  552 

 553 
Dendrites were readily distinguished from axons by the greater thickness and  positively 554 

identified based on the presence of spines (Vaughan and Peters, 1973; Karimi et al., 2020). 555 

Module preference of apical dendrites in L1 was quantified by reconstructing branches in 3-4 556 

ROIs of the top 2 sections through POR. An example is shown in Figure 8D. Most strikingly, we 557 

found that apical dendrites of POR→LA/BLA-projecting cells branched preferentially in M2- 558 

interpatches of L1 (Figures 8E-G). Similar results were obtained for POR→ENTm projecting 559 

neurons (Figures 8A-D). Comparison of total dendrite lengths in M2 intensity quantiles showed a 560 

strong negative correlation between M2 intensity and labeled dendrites (POR→LA/BLA; R = -561 
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0.93, P < 10-10, N = 4 mice; POR→ENTm; R = -0.99, P < 10-8, N = 4 mice; Pearson correlation), 562 

supporting the finding of spatial clustering in M2- interpatches (Figure 8H).  563 

 564 
In cases in which complete z-stacks of sections were available somas and retrogradely labeled 565 

POR→ENTm (N = 2) and POR→LA/BLA (N =  2) cells were found in L2-6 of POR (Figures 566 

8I, J). Similar size injections into ENTm and LA consistently labeled more cells in POR than in 567 

any other area. LM→ENTm and LI→ENTm neurons were mostly confined to L2/3. P→ENTm, 568 

PORa→ENTm and POR→ENTm cells were biased to deep layers with a preference for L5/6 569 

border (Figure 8I). The ratio of total labeled POR→ENTm L2/3 cells to L5/6  cells within a 570 

given case was 1:4.8 ± 2.5 (N = 2, p < 0.042, t-test). Deep layers were also the preferred source 571 

of cells projecting to LA/BLA (L2/3 : L5/6 ratio 1: 2.8 ± 0.1 (N = 2, p < 10-3,  t-test).  572 

Unlike POR→ENTm cells POR→LA/BLA neurons were distributed across the thickness of L5 573 

(Figure 8I, J), suggesting that the projections originate from distinct cell types. 574 

 575 
We quantified the alignment of retrogradely labeled L2/3 neurons (sections across L4-6 were not 576 

available for analysis) with M2+ patches and M2- interpatches by overlaying M2 expression 577 

images with labeled cells and determining cell counts in each of six M2 quantiles. Cell counts 578 

were normalized by dividing the cell count within each quantile by the total number of labeled 579 

cells in that image. POR→ENTm cells showed a strong preference for aligning with M2- 580 

interpatches (Figures 9A-D) (R = -0.86, p < 10-5, N = 4 mice, 132 total cells, Pearson 581 

correlation). POR→LA/BLA cells also showed a significant preference for aligning with M2- 582 

interpatches, though with less specificity than POR→ENTm cells (Figure 9E-H) (R = -0.63, p < 583 

0.027, N = 2 mice; 53 cells, Pearson correlation).  584 

 585 
Input from POR to hippocampus strongly biased to dorsal CA1 586 

We have shown previously that POR provides input to CA1 of the hippocampal formations 587 

(HPF) but have not described the topographic organization of this pathway (Wang et al., 2012).  588 

Here, we have re-traced the connections anterogradely with AAV2/1.hSyn.EGFP from POR in 2 589 

mice. The case illustrated in Figure10 shows a tangential section through flatmounted cortex. 590 

The injection site was assigned to POR by location and clearly spares PORa (Figure 10A). To 591 

physically flatmount the HPF (for complete graphical flatmounting see Swanson et al., 2020), it 592 

was separated from the external capsule along the alveus, flipped backwards so that the 593 
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dorsomedial pole came to lie at the posterior edge of the section (Figure 10B, inset). The green 594 

labeled axonal projection was densest in the dorsal part of CA1 and gradually lost strength 595 

towards the ventral pole (Figure 10B). A similar nonuniform distribution of projections was 596 

found when the injection involved POR and PORa but was confined to the M2+ region (data not 597 

shown). This suggests that either the projections from POR and PORa are similar or that input 598 

from PORa was undetectable. Regardless, the results show that POR input is strongly biased to 599 

the dorsomedial part of the HPF. The results further show that POR→CA1 input can either be 600 

direct, bypassing ENTm, or indirect by way of ENTm (Wang et al., 2012). Both of these 601 

pathways provide visuospatial information (Fanselow and Dong, 2010), which through the 602 

reciprocal POR-amygdala network (Figure 6, 8E-H) receives affective input to influence spatial 603 

navigation.  604 

DISCUSSION 605 

Postrhinal cortex contains two modularly organized areas  606 

We have found that postrhinal cortex contains two separate areas, POR and PORa, with distinct 607 

visuotopic maps and connection profiles (Gămănuţ et al., 2018). Both areas have granular 608 

cytoarchitectures, are contained within a M2+ region, and have borders with the surrounding 609 

M2- areas of ECT and TEa. We found no support for a ventral PORv (Beaudin et al., 2013), 610 

which based on its agranular cytoarchitecture and lack of M2 expression may correspond to 611 

rodent ECT or primate TH (Burwell, 2001). The POR/PORa border was revealed by a transition 612 

from the orderly map in POR to the more dispersed but spatially clustered connectivity in PORa. 613 

A similar map reversal exists between primate areas TFO and TF (Ungerleider et al., 2008), 614 

suggesting that the areal organization of the PV- and M2-expressing parahippocampal cortex 615 

(Saleem et al., 2007) in rodents and primates may be homologous. 616 

 617 
A striking feature of POR, PORa, LM, and LI is the nonuniform tangential distribution of M2+ 618 

patches and M2- interpatches in L1. Patchiness is a known attribute of primate extrastriate cortex 619 

(Kaas, 2012) and has also been shown to exist in the intrinsic connectivity of TF (Lavenex et al., 620 

2004). The patchiness in POR, PORa, LM, and LI resembles the pattern we have seen in mouse 621 

V1 (Ji et al., 2015). However, unlike the quasi-isotropic modules in V1, patches in higher visual 622 

areas were anisotropic, and showed aspect ratios similar to the overall shape of the area (Garrett 623 

et al., 2014) in which they reside. Notably, we found a reduced (relative to V1) magnification 624 
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factor per patch in LM (12.5% smaller), POR (37.5% smaller), and LI (50% smaller), indicating 625 

that a module in each of these areas represents a larger portion of visual space than in V1. The 626 

results show that the magnification factor decreases as the receptive field size increases from 627 

V1→ LM→ LI→POR (D’Souza et al., 2020; Siegle et al., 2021), indicating that at the apex the 628 

product (i.e. point image), is represented by the smallest number of modules and remains 629 

constant. The findings further indicate that inputs from diverse retinotopic locations converge 630 

and that individual patches are processing units which integrate a broader set of stimulus 631 

attributes inherited from intracortical and subcortical sources (Beltramo and Scanziani, 2019; 632 

Harris et al., 2019; D’Souza et al., 2020).  633 

 634 
POR contains separate module-specific circuits with dLGN, LP, amygdala, and ENTm 635 

Our anterograde tracings with BDA have shown that only the ventral stream areas LM, LI, P, and 636 

POR provide input to the amygdala. No such connections were found from V1 and the dorsal 637 

stream areas AL, RL, A, AM, and PM. Conceptually similar results were reported in rat 638 

(McDonald and Mascagni, 1996). Together the results suggest that only higher visual areas 639 

involved in encoding of objects and the context in which they appear have direct connections to 640 

the amygdala, while areas which play a role in visually guided actions (Jin and Glickfeld, 2020) 641 

do not. From this simplified perspective it is easy to overlook that POR is highly interconnected 642 

with dorsal and ventral stream areas (Wang et al., 2012; Gămănuţ et al., 2018). Through these 643 

connections POR combines task-specific information across streams, associates objects with 644 

locations (i.e. context, Furtak et al., 2012) and, through interactions with the amygdala, assigns 645 

affective credits to neurons which guide behavior (Bucci and Burwell, 2004; Burgess et al., 646 

2016). Notably, only POR sends significant input to the BLA nucleus, which projects onward to 647 

the CeA (Pitkänen et al., 1995) and is the major driver of behavioral responses from the 648 

amygdala (Tye et al., 2011). Thus, it appears that POR has more direct control over visually-649 

related affective behaviors than areas LM, LI, and P, whose projections are weak and largely 650 

confined to LA. 651 

 652 
The patchy pattern of M2 expression we have found in L1 of areas LM, LI, POR, and PORa 653 

reveals that the modular organization of V1 (Ji et al., 2015) is preserved across visual areas of the 654 

ventral stream (Wang et al., 2012). Modularity, in the sense used here, refers to the columnar 655 

organization of stimulus-selective responses and the spatial clustering of projection neurons 656 
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within an area (da Costa and Martin, 2010). That such constraints emerge from the segmentation 657 

of the plexiform sheet of L1 has only been shown in V1, where a patchy pattern of M2 658 

expression labels sites of thalamocortical and intracortical synaptic input to apical dendrites of 659 

pyramidal neurons (Ji et al., 2015; D’Souza et al., 2019). We have found that similar patchy 660 

patterns in L1 organize the modularity of amygdalocortical and thalamocortical inputs to POR, 661 

PORa, LM, and LI. The results show that of all layers the LA innervates L1 most strongly and 662 

preferentially targets M2- interpatches. Thalamic inputs from dLGN and LP to POR, PORa, LM, 663 

and LI not only differ from amygdalocortical afferents in their laminar distribution but in their 664 

preferential targeting of M2+ patches in L1. The distinctive connectivity patterns suggest that 665 

amygdalocortical and thalamocortical inputs to L1 target apical dendrites of separate populations 666 

of POR and PORa neurons, whose cell bodies are located in the layers below. Spatial clustering 667 

of pyramidal cell dendritic tufts in L1 are known features of rat V1 and retrosplenial cortex 668 

(Ichinohe and Rockland, 2002; Ichinohe et al., 2003). Here, we demonstrate directly that the 669 

apical dendrites of POR→amygdala projecting neurons preferentially terminate in M2- 670 

interpatches. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that pyramidal cells in POR with dendrites in M2- 671 

interpatches may be modulated by affective information from the amygdala (Bucci et al., 2000; 672 

Burgess et al., 2016), which is driven directly by visual input from LP (Wei et al., 2015). In 673 

contrast, responses of POR neurons with dendrites in M2+ patches may be influenced 674 

preferentially by direct motion-selective inputs from the dLGN shell and LP (Marshel et al, 675 

2012; Roth et al., 2016; Beltramo and Scanziani, 2019; Bennet et al., 2019) rather than by inputs 676 

ascending through the hierarchical cortical network originating in V1 (Beltramo and Scanziani, 677 

2019; D’Souza et al., 2020).  678 

 679 
The overlap between dendrites of POR output neurons with inputs from the amygdala suggests 680 

that the amygdala and POR are interconnected through a reciprocal loop, as has been shown 681 

directly by Burgess et al., (2016). It seems likely that these reward-modulated responses are 682 

mediated by synaptic contacts in L1. Tagging sensory stimuli with affective significance 683 

imported from the amygdala is not the only influence on the multimodal response profile of POR 684 

neurons, which are also sensitive to the spatial context in which objects appear (Furtak et al., 685 

2012). This information may derive from dorsal stream inputs (Wang et al., 2012; Gămănuţ et 686 

al., 2018) and is sent to multiple downstream targets (Agster et al., 2016) including the ENTm, 687 
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with which we have found POR to be reciprocally connected. Similar to POR→amygdala 688 

projecting cells, the apical dendrites of POR→ENTm neurons terminate preferentially in M2- 689 

interpatches. These dendrites may belong to POR→LA/BLA and POR→ENTm cells or belong 690 

to the same neurons with branching projections to both the amygdala and ENTm. Regardless, the 691 

results suggests that some POR neurons with dendrites in M2- interpatches send affect-692 

modulated outputs to ENTm where they may enhance the emotional salience of landmark 693 

information and unexpected objects in the external world (Knierim et al., 2014), and guide 694 

defensive responses to visual threats (Bucci and Burwell, 2004; Wei et al., 2015).  In addition to 695 

this indirect pathway, POR also provides direct input to the dorsal HPF, suggesting that it serves 696 

visuospatial processing for environmental exploration (Fanselow and Dong, 2010). Although the 697 

modular origin of POR→HPF neurons remains unknown, the sparse innervation of intermediate 698 

and ventral HPF suggests that the input may carry little affective information (Fanselow and 699 

Dong, 2010). 700 

 701 
In contrast to amygdala→POR projections, we found that dLGN→POR and LP→POR inputs 702 

overlap with M2+ patches of L1. Retrograde labeling from POR confirmed that dLGN inputs 703 

originate from shell neurons, which are known to receive afferents from the retina and the 704 

superior colliculus (SC) (Dhande and Huberman, 2014; Morin and Studholme, 2014; Bickford et 705 

al., 2015; Martersteck et al., 2017) and, like the SC→LP→POR pathway, convey visual motion 706 

information to its target (Cruz-Martín et al., 2014; Beltramo and Scanziani, 2019; Bennett et al., 707 

2019). Inputs from matrix-type thalamic neurons to dendrites in L1 have been shown to elicit 708 

spiking in pyramidal cells of rat barrel cortex (Cruikshank et al., 2010) and may possess similar 709 

synaptic strength in POR. Both pathways carry locomotion signals, in which running speed is 710 

either synchronized or desynchronized with optic flow motion (Roth et al., 2016). Synchronous 711 

convergent thalamocortical inputs, heavily biased from LP, to M2+ patches in POR may mostly 712 

signal moving objects at speeds different from the animals’ own motion. These direct thalamic 713 

inputs to apical dendrites in M2+ patches of POR may increase the sensitivity of POR neurons 714 

(Takahashi et al., 2016) to non-threatening, moving stimuli independent of the hierarchical 715 

cortical circuitry (Beltramo and Scanziani, 2019). Future studies are necessary to determine to 716 

which circuit M2+ patch-aligned POR cells belong (Figure 11).  717 

 718 
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 719 
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Code use for analysis in this study is available at https://github.com/amsmeier/Meier-et-al._2021. 720 

ABBREVIATIONS 721 
Anatomical nomenclature from: Dong (2008) (Dong, 2008), Franklin and Paxinos, (2007) 722 

(Franklin and Paxinos, 2008) 723 
 724 
ABC- Avidin Biotin Complex 725 
AOB - Accessory olfactory bulb  726 
A - Anterior area  727 
ACAd, ACAv - Anterior cingulate area dorsal, ventral  728 
AId, AIv, AIp - Agranular insular area dorsal, ventral, posterior  729 
alv - Alveus 730 
AM - Anteromedial area  731 
AMd – Anteromedial thalamic nucleus, dorsal part 732 
Amy - Amygdala 733 
AOB - Accessory olfactory bulb 734 
APTD - Pretectal nucleus, anterodorsal  735 
AUD, AUDp, AUDpo, AUDv - Auditory cortex primary, posterior, ventral  736 
BDA - Biotinylated dextran amine 737 
BLA - Basolateral amygdala 738 
BMA - Basomedial amygdala 739 
Ce, CeA, CeL, CeM - Central amygdala, anterior, lateral, medial 740 
Chrm2, Chrm2-tdT - Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M2, tdTomato 741 
CL - Centrolateral thalamic nucleus 742 
CLA - Claustrum 743 
CML – Central medial thalamic nucleus 744 
CP, CPu - Caudoputamen 745 
DEn - Endopiriform nucleus, dorsal 746 
DY - Diamidino Yellow 747 
LGN, dLGN - Lateral geniculate nucleus, dorsal 748 
DP - Dorsal posterior area 749 
DLPAG - Periaqueductal gray, dorsolateral 750 
ec- external capsule 751 
ECT - Ectorhinal area 752 
eml - external medullary lamina 753 
ENTl, ENTm - Entorhinal area lateral, medial 754 
EP - Endopiriform nucleus 755 
FRP - Frontal pole 756 
GU - Gustatory area 757 
HPF, dHPF, vHPF - Hippocampal formation (dorsal, ventral) 758 
IGL - Intergeniculate leaflet  759 
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ILA - Infralimbic area 760 
IMA - Intramedullary thalamic nucleus 761 
int - Internal capsule 762 
LA - Lateral amygdala 763 
LM - Lateromedial area 764 
LLA - Laterolateral anterior area 765 
LI - Laterointermediate area 766 
LP - Lateral posterior nucleus 767 
LPLC - Lateroposterior nucleus, laterocaudal 768 
LPMC - Lateroposterior nucleus, mediocaudal 769 
LPLR - Lateroposterior nucleus, laterorostral 770 
LPMR - Lateroposterior nucleus, mediorostral 771 
LDDM - Laterodorsal nucleus, dorsomedial 772 
LDVL - Laterodorsal nucleus, ventrolateral 773 
M2 - M2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor 774 
MDL - Mediodorsal thalamic nucelus, lateral 775 
MG, MGD, MGV - Medial geniculate nucleus, dorsal, ventral 776 
MM - Mediomedial area 777 
MO, MOp, MOs - Motor cortex, primary, secondary 778 
MZMG - Medial geniculate nucleus, marginal zone 779 
OB - Olfactory bulb 780 
OT - Olfactory tubercle 781 
ORBl, ORBm - Orbitofrontal area lateral, medial  782 
PERI - Perirhinal area  783 
P - Posterior area 784 
PF - Parafascicular thalamic nucleus 785 
Pir - Piriform cortex 786 
PL - Prelimbic area 787 
PM - Posteromedial area 788 
Pn - Pons 789 
Po - Posterior thalamic nucleus 790 
POR, PORa, PORv - Postrhinal area, anterior, ventral 791 
PPT - Pretectal nucleus, posterior 792 
PT – Parataenial thalamic nucleus 793 
PV, PVtdT - Parvalbumin, parvalbumin tdTomato 794 
RSP - Retrosplenial area  795 
RL - Rostrolateral area 796 
Rt - Reticular thalamic nucleus 797 
SCs - Superior colliculus superficial layers 798 
SCi - Superior colliculus deep layers 799 
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SGN – Suprageniculate nucelus 800 
slm – Stratum lacunosum moleculare 801 
so – Stratum oriens 802 
sp – Stratum pyramidale 803 
sr – Stratum radiale 804 
SSp - Somatosensory cortex primary  805 
SSs - Somatosensory cortex secondary 806 
Sub - Subiculum 807 
SubG - Subgeniculate nucleus 808 
TEa -Temporal area anterior 809 
TEp - Temporal area posterior 810 
TF, TFO, TH - Primate parahippocampal areas 811 
VL - Ventral lateral thalamic nucleus 812 
vLGNm, vLGNp - Ventral lateral geniculate nucleus, magnocellular, parvocellular 813 
VPL, VPM - Ventral posterior thalamic nucleus, lateral, medial 814 
V1 - Visual cortex primary 815 
ZI - Zona incerta 816 
 817 
 818 

FIGURE LEGENDS  819 

Figure 1 Mapping areas of mouse parahippocampal cortex. A, Tangential section through 820 

middle layers of flatmounted postrhinal cortex stained with an antibody against M2 muscarinic 821 

acetylcholine receptor (magenta). Inset shows low magnification image of M2 expression in L4 822 

of V1 and surrounding cortex. Green and red spots indicate AAV2/1.hSyn.EGFP (green) and 823 

AAV2/1.hSyn.tdT (red), injection sites into nasal/central and peripheral/upper visual field 824 

representations, respectively. B, C, Anterogradely labeled clusters of axon terminals labeled after 825 

AAV injections into V1 (A, inset) show retinotopic maps in LM, LI, P, POR, and PORa. Note 826 

that in order to show the projections in higher visual areas, the image was overexposed, which 827 

made the injection sites artificially large and gives the false impression that viral tracers spilled 828 

across the lateral V1/LM border. The inset in (B) shows a diagram of visuotopic maps obtained 829 

from two representative experiments, whose V1 injections sites and projections are marked by 830 

solid and open green and red contours. Blue arrows denote the progression from lower/nasal to 831 

upper/peripheral visual field representations in different areas, derived from 5 different 832 

experiments. The overlay reveals that projection maps in POR and PORa are contained within 833 

the M2+ cortex (C). D, Expression of PVtdT in postrhinal cortex shows a foot-shaped pattern 834 
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similar to M2 expression in C. M2 and PVtdT expression is extremely sparse in P, ECT and TEa. 835 

E, F, Coronal section from Chmr2-tdT mouse (approximate location indicated by green line in 836 

(A)) shows sharp transitions of laminar M2 pattern at the POR/ECT and ECT/ENTm borders 837 

(E). After counterstaining with NeuroTrace 425/455, the transitions coincide with a loss of the 838 

granular appearance of L4 and the distinctions with the larger cells in the more sparsely 839 

populated L5 of ECT were no longer apparent (F).  Abbreviations: ECT (Ectorhinal area), 840 

ENTm (Entorhinal area, medial), LI (Laterointermediate area), LM (Lateromedial area), M2 841 

(Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor 2), P (Posterior area), POR (Postrhinal area), PORa 842 

(Postrhinal area, anterior), TEp (Temporal area, posterior). Axes in A-D (A anterior, L lateral) 843 

and E-F (D dorsal, L lateral).  844 

 845 
Figure 2 Patchy M2 expression in higher cortical areas. A, B, Tangential section through 846 

occipital cortex of Chrm2-tdT mouse shows patchy M2 expression throughout the thickness of  847 

L1 (A) and uniform expression in L4 (B) of V1, LM, LI, POR, PORa, AUD, and RSP. Scale and 848 

orientation in (B) same as (A). C, Higher magnification image of LM, LI, POR, and PORa 849 

shows that M2+ patches are elongated parallel to the major axes (green double headed arrows) of 850 

LM, LI, and POR. D, Mean ± SEM ratio of major : minor axial lengths of M2+ patches along 851 

containing area’s major axis in V1, LM, LI, and POR (mean 63.2 patches/mouse analyzed, 852 

Tukey’s test). E, Mean ± SEM spatial density of M2+ patches across areas (same mice and 853 

patches as in D, Tukey’s test). F, Mean ± SEM M2+ patches per deg2 of visual space, 854 

determined by multiplying spatial densities with magnification factor of respective area (Garrett 855 

et al., 2014) (same mice and patches as in D), (Tukey’s test; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 856 

0.001). Abbreviations: AUD (Auditory cortex), LI (Laterointermediate area), LM (Lateromedial 857 

areas, M2 (Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor 2), POR (Postrhinal area), PORa (Postrhinal area, 858 

anterior), RSP (Retrosplenial area), SEM (Standard error of mean), V1 (Primary visual cortex). 859 

 860 
Figure 3 Axonal projections of visual cortex→amygdala pathways. A-J, In situ ex vivo images 861 

of callosal connections traced by retrograde transport of Bisbenzimide from the posterior third of 862 

the right (contralateral) hemisphere. The arrows point to bright spots which represent the BDA 863 

injection sites in V1, LM, P, LI, POR, AL, RL, PM, AM, and A of the left (ipsilateral) 864 

hemisphere. A’-J’, Darkfield images of coronal sections showing anterogradely BDA labeled 865 

axonal projections (yellow) from V1, ventral (LM, P, LI, POR) and dorsal (AL, RL, PM, AM, A) 866 
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stream areas terminating in different nuclei of the amygdala. Note that the white structures 867 

represent unlabeled, highly reflective myelinated fibers of the internal capsule (int). Scales: A-J 868 

(1 mm), A’-J’ (0.5 mm). Abbreviations: A (Anterior area), AL (Anterolateral area), AM 869 

(Anteromedial area), BDA (Biotinylated dextran amine), LI (Laterointermediate area), LM 870 

(lateromedial area), P (Posterior area), PM (Posteromedial area), POR (Postrhinal area), RL 871 

(Rostrolateral area),V1 (Primary visual area). 872 

 873 
Figure 4 Relative strength of anterogradely BDA-labeled projections of mouse visual cortex to 874 

31 subcortical targets (Nomenclature after, Dong, 2008; Franklin and Paxinos, 2008). A-E, 875 

Average ± SEM optical density of projections from V1 and the ventral stream areas LM, LI, P, 876 

and POR in percent of the summed density of all subcortical projections labeled from each area. 877 

F-J, Projections from the dorsal stream areas AL, RL, AM, PM and A. Colors indicate 878 

functionally broadly similar groups of subcortical targets. B-E insets, Relative strength of 879 

anterogradely BDA labeled projections from ventral stream areas LM, LI, P, and POR to LA, 880 

BLA, BMA, CeL, and CeM of the amygdala. Percent (mean ± SEM) of total optical density of 881 

labeled terminal axonal branches (black bars). Background-subtracted percent (mean ± SEM) of 882 

optical density relative to the injection site (grey bars).  K, Comparison of projection strengths 883 

from different visual areas to LA. Two sample t-test. *, p <0.001; **, p < 0.0001;  (-), 884 

undetectable. Abbreviations: A (Anterior area), AL (Anterolateral area), AM (Anteromedial 885 

area), BDA (Biotinylated dextran amine), BLA Basolateral amygdala), CeL (Centrolateral 886 

amygdala), CeM (Centromedial amygdala), LA (Lateral amygdala), LM (Lateromedial area), LI 887 

(Laterointermediate area), P (Posterior area), PM (Posteromedial area), POR (Postrhinal area), 888 

RL (Rostrolateral area), SEM (Standard error of mean), V1 (Primary visual area). 889 

 890 
Figure 5 Retrograde tracing in PVtdT mice of subcortical and cortical source neurons projecting 891 

to POR. A-C, Tangential section through L2/3-4 of flatmounted PVtdT-expressing (red) cortex, 892 

shows DY injection site (false colored blue) in POR (A). Overexposed black/white image (notice 893 

the artificially large injection site give the false impression that DY spilled beyond the borders of 894 

POR) showing DY labeled neurons (white dots) in LA and multiple cortical areas segmented 895 

according to Gămănuţ et al., (2018) (B). Overlay of DY labeled neurons with PVtdT expression 896 

(C). D-G, Coronal sections through thalamus and amygdala. Representative sections through the 897 

dLGN of two different mice (17134, 17185) (D, E) showing that DY labeled neurons are present 898 
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in the shell (arrowheads) but not in the core. Dense labeling in the LPLR, LPMR (F) and LA 899 

(G).  Acronyms listed in Abbreviations. 900 

 901 
Figure 6 Axonal projections of lateral amygdala→POR pathway. A-C, Tangential section 902 

through L1 of flatmounted POR in Chrm2-tdT mouse showing non-uniform pattern of M2+ 903 

patches (magenta) and M2- interpatches (black) (A). Patchy axonal projections to L1 labeled by 904 

anterograde tracing with AAV2/1.hSyn.EGFP from the lateral amygdala (LA) (B). Coronal 905 

section of injection site in LA (B inset). Overlay of A and B, shows that LA→POR projection to 906 

L1 terminates preferentially in M2- interpatches (C). D, Heat map of M2 expression in POR (A). 907 

E, Partitioning of heat map (D) into six equal-area quantiles (different shades of gray), for 908 

delineation of M2+ patches and M2- interpatches. F, Normalized average ± SEM (N = 5 mice) 909 

EGFP fluorescence intensity in each of the 6 quantiles shows that LA→POR inputs are 910 

preferentially associated with M2- interpatches (R = -0.86, p < 10-8, Pearson correlation).  911 

Abbreviations: EGFP (Extended green fluorescent protein), M2 (Muscarinic acetylcholine 912 

receptor 2), POR (Postrhinal area), SEM (Standard Error of Mean). 913 

 914 
Figure 7 Axonal projections of dLGN→POR and LP→POR pathways. A, C, Immunostained 915 

M2+ patches in L1 of flatmounted tangential section through POR and PORa. B, dLGN→POR 916 

axonal projections traced anterogradely with AAV2/1.hSyn.EGFP. Coronal section of injection 917 

site spreading across core and shell of dLGN (B inset). White contours indicate borders between 918 

4th and 5th intensity quantiles (out of 6) of M2 expression (A). Overlay of contours shows 919 

overlapping patterns of M2+ patches and dLGN→POR projections (B). D, AAV2/1.hSyn.EGFP 920 

labeled LP→POR projections to M2+ patches (C) in L1 of POR. Coronal section of injection 921 

site in LP (D inset). E, Laminar distribution of anterogradely labeled LA/BLA→POR, 922 

dLGN→POR, and LP→POR projections. F, Mean ± SEM patch : interpatch EGFP intensity 923 

ratio of dLGN→POR, LP→POR, dLGN→LM, LP→LM, dLGN→LI, LP→LI, LA/BLA→POR, 924 

and V1→POR axonal labeling in L1 of the projection target. **, p < 0.01; *, p < 0.05; ns, not 925 

significant (one-sample t-test). Abbreviations: dLGN (Dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus), LP 926 

(Lateral posterior nucleus), LI (Laterointermediate area), LM (Lateromedial area), M2 927 

(Muscarinic Acetylcholine Receptor 2), POR (Postrhinal area), SEM (Standard Error of Mean). 928 

 929 
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Figure 8 Modular distribution of retrogradely labeled apical dendrites of POR→ENTm and 930 

POR→amygdala projecting neurons in L1 of POR. A-C, Tangential section through flatmounted 931 

POR showing patchy expression of M2 immunostaining in L1 (A) and non-uniform branching 932 

pattern of spine-covered apical dendrites (false colored green, denoted by white arrows) in L1 of 933 

POR→ENTm projecting neurons labeled by retrograde tracing with rAAV2-Retro/CAG-Cre in 934 

Ai9 mice (B). Overlay of A and B shows that dendritic branches are preferentially located in 935 

M2- interpatches (C). D, Tracings of retrogradely labeled dendrites (green) in L1 of POR 936 

overlaid onto contour plot of M2 expression. Shades of gray represent 6 quantiles of 937 

fluorescence intensity. E-G, Tangential section through flatmounted POR showing patchy 938 

expression of M2 immunostaining in L1 (E) and non-uniform branching pattern of apical 939 

dendrites (false colored green) of POR→LA/BLA projecting neurons labeled by retrograde 940 

tracing with rAAV2-Retro/CAG-Cre (F). White arrows indicate dendrites branching in the plane 941 

of the pial surface. Red arrow points to a thick vertically ascending dendritic trunk at branchpoint 942 

of terminal tuft at the L1/2 border.  Because the section is not perfectly parallel to L1 and cuts 943 

into L2 it shows a retrogradely labeled cell body at the L1/2 border (arrowhead).  Overlay of E 944 

and F shows that dendritic branches (green) and cell bodies at the L1/2 border are preferentially 945 

aligned with M2- interpatches (G). H, Length of dendritic branches of  POR→LA/BLA and 946 

POR→ENTm projecting neurons in M2+ patches M2- interpatches of L1 of POR. The fraction 947 

of total dendritic lengths for both types of neurons shows a strong (POR→LA/BLA; R = -0.93, P 948 

< 10-10, N = 4 mice; POR→ENTm; R = -0.99, P < 10-8, N = 4 mice; Pearson correlation) 949 

preference for M2- interpatches. I, J, Laminar distribution (mean ± SEM) of retrogradely labeled 950 

cells in POR, PORa, LM, LI, and P projecting to ENTm (I) and LA/BLA (J), respectively.  951 

Same axes in (I) and (J). Abbreviations: BLA (Basolateral amygdala), ENTm (Entorhinal cortex, 952 

medial) LA (Lateral amygdala), LI (Laterointermediate area), LM (Lateromedial area), M2 953 

(Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor 2), POR (Postrhinal area), PORa (Postrhinal area, anterior), 954 

SEM (Standard Error of Mean). 955 

 956 
Figure 9  Modular distribution of retrogradely labeled cell bodies of POR→LA/BLA and 957 

POR→ENTm projecting neurons in L2/3 of POR. A-C, Tangential section through flatmounted 958 

POR showing non-uniform distribution of somata (false colored green) of POR→ENTm 959 

projecting L2/3 neurons labeled by retrograde tracing with rAAV2-Retro/CAG-Cre  in Ai 9 mice 960 
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(A) overlaid with patchy expression of M2 immunostaining in L1 (B). Overlay of A and B shows 961 

that cell bodies and basal dendrites are preferentially aligned with M2- interpatches (C). D, 962 

Normalized cell counts of POR→ENTm in M2 quantiles (shades of gray) of POR. The fraction 963 

of total cell bodies shows a strong preference for M2- interpatches. E-G, Tangential section 964 

through flatmounted POR showing non-uniform distribution of somata (false colored green) of 965 

POR→LA/BLA projecting L2/3 neurons labeled by retrograde tracing with rAAV2-Retro/CAG-966 

Cre  in Ai 9 mice (E) overlaid with patchy expression of M2 immunostaining in L1 (F). Overlay 967 

of (E) and (F) shows that cell bodies are preferentially aligned with M2- interpatches (G). H, 968 

Normalized cell counts of POR→LA/BLA in M2 quantiles of POR. The fraction of total cell 969 

bodies shows a preference for M2- interpatches. 970 

  971 
Figure 10  Anterogradely labeled POR inputs to CA1 of hippocampus. A,  Tangential section 972 

through L4 of flatmounted cortex stained with an antibody against M2 (purple).  Green spot 973 

indicates injection site of AAV2/1.hSyn.EGFP in POR. B, Tangential section through 974 

flatmounted HPF.  For flatmounting the hippocampus was separated from the external capsule 975 

along the alveus (alv) and flipped backwards so that the ventral side faced the pial surface and 976 

the dorsal pole (cross hairs) came to lie at the posterior edge of the section through the 977 

flatmounted left cortical hemisphere (inset). POR→CA1 axons (green) are most densely labeled 978 

at the dorsal pole and gradually fade away toward the ventral pole. Abbreviations: AUD 979 

(Auditory cortex); CA1 (Cornu Ammonis 1), CA3 (Cornu Ammonis 3),  DG (Dentrate Gyrus), 980 

ECT (Ectorhinal area), ENTm (Entorhinal area, medial); HPF (hippocampal formation),  P 981 

(Posterior area), POR (Postrhinal area), PORa (Postrhinal area, anterior), slm (stratum 982 

lacunosum moleculare), so (stratum oriens), sp (stratum pyramidale), sr (stratum radiale), Sub 983 

(subiculum), TEp (Temporal area, posterior). 984 

 985 
Figure 11  Circuit diagram of the modular thalamo-amygdalo-entorhinal network with POR. 986 

Modules in POR are depicted as M2+ patches (dark red) and M2- interpatches (light red) in L1, 987 

which indicate clusters or putative columns across the layers below. The M2-defined modularity 988 

is supported by patch- and interpatch-specific inputs and outputs. Inputs from the dorsal lateral 989 

geniculate shell (dLGN) and the lateral posterior nucleus (LP or pulvinar) go to M2+ patches. 990 

Inputs from V1 to POR are equally dense in M2+ patches and M2- interpatches. Inputs from the 991 

amygdala (Amy) and, hypothetically, the medial entorhinal cortex (ENTm) (dotted line) 992 
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terminate in M2- interpatches.  M2- interpatches also contain the dendrites and cell bodies (red) 993 

of POR neurons projecting to Amy and ENTm. The projection targets of patch neurons (black) 994 

are unknown.  POR projections to the HPF are biased toward the dorsal pole (dHPF) and are 995 

undetectable in the ventral part (vHPF).  It is unknown whether POR→HPF neurons are 996 

preferentially associated M2+ patches or M2- interpatches or reside in both modules. 997 

 998 
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